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Abstract 

 

The computer graphics class at St. Mary's University focuses on the applications of computer 

graphics while learning graphic terms, theory of how graphic tools work, and common graphic 

creation tools similar to Microsoft Paint, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Flash, and Adobe 

Dreamweaver. In the past, computer graphics classes were about how to make computer graphic 

tools and now the need has shifted to making graphics. Students in the class have to create a brand 

for themselves, a group, a company or an organization that they select. Inside of that brand, students 

have to create logos,  brochure,  business card, business stationary, animation file, and a website. 

The website incorporates all the graphic work that they did during the rest of the class. Students 

experienced the theory behind the graphic tools and learnt how to use various tools to create the 

visual images to communicate the brand. The students are shown with graphics of past projects such 

as running race, conference, and computer based tutors as examples. The course is currently taught 

in a hybrid format utilizing the blackboard learning management system and in this students have to 

post their brand idea and logos, and they are required to comment on each others’ posted ideas 

giving constructive comments. Sample projects that students created are available to be shown. 
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